AD30
Transponder Coil Detector

The AD30 Transponder Coil Detector from Advanced Diagnostics has been developed to assist with the diagnosis of all types immobiliser systems using transponder technology. AD30 works on most makes and models of vehicles worldwide. Using the AD30 is easy. Simply place the AD30 near the ignition barrel, with the key inserted and ignition turned off (vehicle dependant) and the AD30 will provide an audible and visual indication of any antenna power present. Additionally on certain vehicles, a further indication of a transponder signal being sent by the ignition key and received by the antenna, can also be provided. Diagnosing problems with immobiliser systems can be complex and there is always the question of "is the immobiliser antenna transmitting a correct signal to power the key transponder". By using AD30, this question can be quickly answered and will save you valuable time when diagnosing. If you already have AD key programming equipment, AD30 is an essential addition for your tool kit and it will earn it's keep within a few jobs.

Technical Features:
- Powered by PP3 / 9v Battery
- Audible Detection Signal
- Auto Power Off Feature
- LED Detection
- Power LED

Functionality:
- Tests all types of Fixed / Rolling Code Transponders
- User Friendly & Portable
- Can be Used on all Makes of Vehicles
- Tests all Types of Coils / Antennas

Related Product
The AD35 Transponder Coil and Remote Detector is a combined tester that has been designed to assist with the diagnosis of all Immobilizer systems using transponder technology. It also checks radio frequency (RF) remotes.
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